
It needs a website inorder to provide information 
and updates of thier recent activities like pro-
grammes ; informing people about their details like 
their address and contact number, they can also nd 
the people in-charge of it from the website.
It also provides deep information of the programme 
so that the viewers can check out the information 
from the web but nt travelling to the tuition centre 
to look out for information. This creates convinience 
for the customers as it an easily accessible method 
from many part of Singapore with web connection.

My visitors will need this site to nd easily accessible 
rst hand information without the need to travel to 
the centre.
Some information would be like the contacts and lo-
cations of the centre so that people will be able to 
locate it.
Other information would be like the upcoming pro-
gramme that they will be planning or already going 
on. The detailedly described information can also 
easily enable the viewers to compare the pro-
grammes they offer with other places

My website will tell my viewers detailed informa-
tions about the programme I have and show the 
good point that I can offer that the other centres 
cannot offer. This allows my user to  compare be-
tween centres and to  choose my centre due to the 
advantages I can provide.
My Website will not only promote my tuition centre 
but also reinforce our missions and aim that we had 
targetted to educate children. This is stressed in the 
home page of my web page so that parents will be-
lieve in us and to give us the trust in handing their 
children to us.

We need to do more publication in 
order to attract more parents in 
coming to our centre!
Maybe we should try to re-program
the website in a more interesting
manner to attract people.

Maybe we should interview
more teachers to employ
the better ones

I Want to see more students coming in!!!

Tutors
I aim to give my student my best
and to help them in their work

Parent I must nd the best tuition centre 
for my child

ACE Education
Established Learning Centre

Excellence Child Development

Young Ones
eager learning

want
learn.

To Attract children into our centre

To Show what services we Provide.

To raise awareness of our exsistance

To Earn more money.

To Educate more Young one for our future society.


